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1 Did you know much land based temperature data from 1880s to today is unreliable due 
to poor choice of location etc. so using bad data to confirm climate models is wrong? [1]

2 Did you know 4,000 buoys, deployed since 2000, provide best temperature data for 70% 
of earth surface, and best USA land data shows both cooling and warming? Chart [A,B,C]

3 DId you know that Mankind Made Carbon Dioxide Climate Change (MMCDCC), this 
really means global warming, is based on THEORETICAL computer climate models?


4 Did you know modelers “adjust” temperature data fo fit model results, but this is not a 
valid scientific method thus computer climate models are absolutely wrong? [2] 

5 Did you know Tropical Hot Spot (equator) balloon & satellite data is 3 times lower than  
theoretical climate model results, but a Russian model with no CO2 ,fits data? Chart [D] 


6 Did you know scientists can obtain CO2 and temperature data from deep ice cores and 
this data shows no correlation of CO2 with temperature for nearly 600 million years? [3] 

7 Did you know global temperature change over the millennia is due to variations of sun 
irradiance caused by variation in sun’s orbit and earth’s rotation, Milankovitch effect.[3], 
and sun’s cosmic ray intensity change causes cloud cover to change? [4] 

8 Did you know it took 10,000 years (from 18,000 to 8,000 years ago) for the oceans to 
rise 410 feet from the last great ice age, at a rate of only one half inch per year? [3] 

9 Did you know oceans cover 70% of planet earth with average depth 12,000 feet and 336 
million cubic miles of water which stores and circulates a tremendous amount of heat? 

10 Did you know the natural ocean temperature changes, caused by the sun irradiance 
variation, called El Nino and La Nina are important contributors to land temperature? 

11 Did you know 31,487 American scientists signed a petition in 1998 agreeing CO2 is a 
beneficial gas and more CO2 will NOT cause global warming  www.petitionproject.org? 

12 Did you know the environmental movement began in 1970s by Canadian Maurice 
Strong, rich oilman, “isn’t the only hope for the planet that industrialized civilization 
collapse and isn’t it our responsibility to bring that about”? [3] Mankind Made CO2 Global 
Warming zealots want to eliminate coal, oil and gas.  Billions of lives would be lost with 
no access to cheap electricity and gasoline , and civilization would indeed collapse!                      

13 Did you know wind turbines last only 15 years and cost $500,000 to decommission a 
single one megawatt turbine?  Solar cells are short lived also and subject to weathering.  
These run a few hours a day, when the sun shines, backup power plants are still needed. 

14 Did you know USA nuclear reactors are relicensed for 80 years now?  Future reactors 
will be designed for 100 plus years life and operate 24/7.  USA 95 nuclear plants run 93% 
of the time with 449 nuclear plants worldwide.  Uranium is in the oceans, at 3 part per 
billion, a process to recover, recently invented, will provide fuel for mankind forever. 
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15 Did you know we can use coal, oil and gas until they run out, as using them does not 
cause global warming?  Internal combustion engines thus have NO climate impact and 
can be used for hundreds of years, as affordable oil may last that long! 

16 Did you know more CO2 in the atmosphere produces more food?  Dr. Craig Idso 
calculates $3 trillion extra crops past 40 years , $10 trillion next 50 years, a real benefit.  

17 Did you know if CO2 goes below 150 parts per million that plants die and mankind 
dies, thus becoming extinct?  Mankind needs. CO2 to live! 

18 Did you know a Russian physicist H.I. Abdussamatov paper in 2015 predicts the sun is 
entering a solar minimum, thus cooling, with a “Little Ice Age” by 2060? [5] Stay warm!

19 CONCLUSION: CO2 is a beneficial gas and extra CO2 produces more food for mankind.  
Mankind survived cooling and warming for thousands of years and will survive into the 
future. The EPA 2009 Endangerment Finding CO2 is a pollutant needs to be repealed as it 
is based on flawed theoretical climate models using wrong data to validate models.

20 Did you know a 2020 SAE paper proposed a future sustainable pathway of 100% 
nuclear power plus hydrogen, from nuclear power water electrolysis, for fuel cell 
vehicles? [6] 
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Reliable Quality Temperature Data for Continental USA 

[A] US Climate Reference Network monthly average  temperature anomalies for 114 
stations in 48 USA states plotted by Joseph D’Aleo with data source NOAA National 
Centers for Environmental Information  (NCEI) 

Shows cooling and warming trends past 15 years 2005-2020.  NO overall warming trend. 

 
[B] US Historical 
Climatology 
Network+Climate 
Reference Network 
Temperature ºF 1900 
to 2020  from 1200 
stations for 48 USA 
states plotted by 
Joseph D’Aleo with 
data source (NCEI). 

Shows cooling and 
warming and recent 
flattening.  NO overall 
warming trend. 
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Station Location InfluencesTemperature Data 

[C] NASA study temperature ºF for 48 
USA states 1900-2010 for 48 USA 
states plotted by Dr. Edward Long. 

Shows how urban data is much 
higher than rural data due to “heat 
island” effect of high energy usage in  
cities.  Rural and urban data were the 
same earlier than 1965 when city 
“heat island” effect was negligible.  
Rural would be higher if more CO2 
drove climate, so conclude CO2 does 
not impact climate.                 

            

 

[D] Computer Modelers Results  
Wrong for Tropical Hot Spot                     
Compared to Balloon and  
Satellite Data 

Dr. John Christy, University of 
Alabama Huntsville, made plot from 
102 model runs available from all 
the modeling centers.  

This shows the climate modelers 
are wrong by a factor of three as 
balloon and satellite datasets show a 
temperature rise of +0.16ºC  per 

decade while the theoretical climate models shows a rise of 0.44ºC per decade.  This 
includes results of a Russian model, inM-CM4 identified by arrow, which fits the 
observations without invoking CO2 in the Russian model, which also includes solar 
variability.  The Russian model, (inM-CM4), results, have been added to this plot by Dr. 
Christy, and come from the freely available KNMI (Royal Netherlands Meteorological 
Institute) Climate Explorer website. https://climexp.knmi.nl/selectfield_cmip5.cgi?
id=someone@somewhere 

Dr. John Christy Testimony to the U.S. House Committee on Science, Space & 
Technology included plot [D] in his testimony. 29Mar2017 
https://thsresearch.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/ef-data-christy-testimony_1-
o3-2017.pdf 
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